As folkloristic in the broadest sense you may describe the repertoire of the Brazilian composer and
guitarist Baden Powell, as far as you try to find a stylistic definition for it, under the aspect of the
country specificity of his music..
Powells musical concept may, however, cause the analyst some headache, because:
In addition to the connection of the Iberian tradition of the Baroque with a West African rhythm
feeling, typical for the Brazilian guitar school, there are furthermore also influences of the Jazz,
elements of the Modern Music, and last not least own creation idioms.
Samba, Bossa, Bach, Swing, Jazz, Balancado and Afro rhythm merge into one compositional unit of a
harmony construction, which still leaves sufficient open space for Powells imaginative
improvisations. The organizer called the concert "Guitarra do Brasil", which Powell performed last
Friday (26.4.1974) together with a rhythm group, amongst it the bass player Guy Pedersen from
Paris, in the Heidelberger Stadthalle (Heidelberg townhall). With the usual perfection (which even
helped mastering a torn guitar string during the performance in such a way that people did not
realize this incident unless they saw it), Powell enthused his audience with his flawlessly precise solos
a la "Solitude" and "Tristeza", as well as with the play together with his Trio, where he slightly
withdraw the melodic lead in favour of contrapuntal rhythmic chord touches.
With the necessary self control, enabling them to achieve the maximum level of controlled
coordination, the four musicians nevertheless produced such a subtle rhythmic tension, hard at the
limit of eruptiveness, potential ecstatic, that you cannot help but to draw a comparison with a
heated water kettle, the temperature of which is just evenly adjusted so that the hidden but still
noticeable energy is not quite sufficient to burst off the lid.
This year´s program of the guitarist held ready a musical delicacy for every taste. Whereas the Jazz
fan may have enjoyed very much the Jobim composition "Girl from Ipanema", the lover of classical
music was surprised with a compositional arrangement and minor modulation of a Bach theme, the
Folklore fan with the improvisations about some Brazilian traditionals.
The continued success of Powell will also be assured in future by his versatility and mutability.
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